
PEEK-A-BEAUTS! 

CARTOON SCREAMERS 

KICKS! 

PEEk 
·A· 

BEAUT: 

NORMA 
JEAN JANI! 

"I'm so self-conscious about 
wearing glasses, I figure that if 

I dress this way, no one will 
notice them!" 

"He has one of those 
vibrating chairs!" 



G££·WHI%%£R: DIANE WEBBER! 

"I have often been told that since men are so bold, every girl should be stingy 
with kisses; but 'tween you and me that may quite well be, 

and consider the fun she misses!" 



Horace-But I completely 

forgot about our date for tonight!" 

TIP TOP TICKlES: 

SCREAMERS-JOKESI 
v 
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Groom: "Do I strike you as a gentleman, dear?" 
Bride: "I should say not! No gentleman would ever 

strike me where you just did!" 

"Please finish your speech-1 have to be out of here by 
midnight!" 
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DAWN RICHARDSI 
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Bum: "Buddy, can you spare $10 till payday?'' 
Gent: "When is payday?" 
Bum: "You ought to know, you're the one that's work

ing!" 

"I'm well satisfied with this model James; it does have 
tvontlerful pickup!" 
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The father had just been presented by his wife with his 
twelfth child. As the proud father was escorting the doctor 
to the door, a duck passed by. 

"Whose duck is that?" asked the doctor. 
"That's no duck," replied the father, with a sigh. "That's 

the stork with its legs worn down!" 

"He doesn't keep me gllessing; when he asks me to go Ollt 
with him, I know why!" 
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GEE WHIZZER: 

RUBY STARRI 
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GEE-WHIZ! 

i N -A- P R IZ £ EV ERY II Mr. 

Poll A STRING 
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"Simply because a girl says 

she engages in running and 

jumping doesn't mean that 

she is sportsminded,· she 

miRht be workins for a 

timber wolf!" 



.. Don't you dare peek until/ get my rolJe on!" 
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"I'm so self conscious about wearing glasses that I figure if 
I dress this way no one will notice them!" 
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Mr. E: "Darling! Say something soft and sweet to me!" 
Mrs. E: "Bread pudding!" 

"HeU, Rita, you needn't botlaer about our candleli61al dinner 
to.U,Iat, ""decided to etJI outr' 
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They were hunting elephants in India, along the grassy 
banks of a small river. One of the hopeful new hunters 
turned to the guide eagerly. 

"How do we detect the presence of an elephant?" he 
asked. 

The guide looked at him scornfully, then whispered, 
"By the odor of peanuts on his breath!" 

GEE WHIZZER: 

PAULA PAGEl 
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"I guess your wife forgot our appointment-woultl you care 
if I wait for her?" 
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"Bath soap? Sorry, I never buy anything without a thorough 
demonstration!'' 
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"La•t night he •howed me •ome new •tep•--whkh led 
directly to hi• apartment!" 
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"We can't be responsible for any valuables unless you check 
them with the manager!" 
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It was one of those days 
when there was nothing doing 
in the branth bank in a small 
western town; not a customer 
all day. The staff had cot 
through the monotony some
how, with coffee and talk, un
til it was time to close. 

"Three o'clock!" said the 
manager, briskly. "Ru,n and 
�lose the door, Jim." 

The junior returned in a 
few moments and said, "Ex
cuse me, sir, it's closed. We 
forgot to open it this morn
ingt" 

An irate woman, seeking a 
divorce, told the judge: "My 
husband never thinks of any
thing but horse racing. That's 
all he talks. The track is the 
only place he goes. From 
morning to night it's horses, 
horses, horses. Why he does
n't even remember our wed
ding date!" 

''That's a lie, judge!" shout
ed the husband. ''We were 
n1arried the day �en� 
Grand won the Kentucky 
Derby!" 
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"Which part of the city is your most favorite?" 
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"You might be capable of winning your letter on the athletic 
field but your initial success won't be won around here!" 
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The passenger who just had arrived in London and 
hailed a cab leaned out of the taxi window. "What are you 
doing?" he shouted to the driver. "I asked you to drive me 
from Victoria to Leicester Square and this is the fourth 
time we've passed St. Paul's." . 

"Sorry, sir," replied the driver, "I thought you were an 
American!" 

"Could you direct me to the 'Lost and Found' Department?" 
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"I brought my bathing suit in case I have to swim home!" 
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"The man in 3E keeps complaining his lights keep go
ing out." 

"Everytime he comes home late his wife blows a fuse!" 

"The way I see it, a gal must have a strong constitution to be 
able to uphold her recognition as the weaker sex!" 
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"It may be true that mothers know best, but many women 
wish they knew better!" 
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Betty: "Ted called me a dream last night." 
Letty: "How funny. He was telling me that he awakes 

with a start!" 
-c 

"That renlincls me-how is your boyfriend?" 
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"But why," asked the lady of her new cook, "did you 
leave your last job?" 

" 'Cause the mister used to have such rows with his mis
sus," answered the cook. 

"What did they quarrel about?" asked the lady. 
"Well," replied the maid hesitating, "the way the meals 

were cooked!" 

"It was a package deal. I had to take her mother for 5 years 
to get her!" 
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PEEK-A-BEAUT: 

LORETTA MANCUSOI 

When a woman kissed her 

husband, he absentmindedly 
graped: "Quit fooling around, 

honeybun, and get those 
letters taped!" 
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"I don't care what the head office wants right now-l've got 
a dozen things to do!" 
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Three women were discussing their husbands. The first 
woman declared, "In all the years we've been married my 
husband and I have never had a cross word." 

The second woman sighed, "I wish I could say that." 
Then the third woman said, "Why don't you? She did!" 
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Bride: "Darling, I baked four different kinds of biscuits 
for your supper. Do you want to take your pick?" 

Groom: "Never mind the pick, I'll break 'em open with 
the sledge hammer!" 
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"I've discovered the secret of 

her popularity long before 
... 

they did!" 

.. 



".17-23-37? We have a sports car just your size!" 
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"He's my one and only-He's the light of my life-He's my 
top heart throb-He's-" 
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Best Man: "Do you think she'll really promise to love, 
honor and obey?" 

Groom: "Well, she has my wad for it!" 

'"�� J 
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''I can't make up my mind whether he likes me for my 
mind or what I don't mind!" 
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"Etiquette is knowing which 
fi.ngers to put in your mouth 

when you're ready to whistle. 
for the waiter!" 
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JEAN KELLY! 



GEE-WHIZI 

"This will teach you to call your boyfriend when you are not 
properly dreued !" 
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"Sir, you forget that I'm a married woman." 
"Very well, I'll try!" 

"Just as I thought; the bottom dropped out of all my 
holdings!" 
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"My diary is rrammed with un-important things-the 
important items 1 can remember!" 
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"Miss, I repre�ent the Sky-High Stilt Company!" 
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She was young, fair and pretty, 
She's a girl I'll never forget, 
We were in a Pullman sleeper 
When by accident, we met. 

Yes, I always remember well 
The girl and time, and place; 
I was coming from an upper berth 
And stepped upon her face! 

"My job is to stay here and help him find the correct phone 
when one rings!" 
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"While perfume will work slick any time a chick wants to 
put a man under her spell, she had better think twice on 
account of the price, since a sweater will work just as well!" 



"Could you deliver this one tonight about seven as I live 
alone and I don't get home until then!" 
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"He's all business today-monkey business!" 
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Professor: "Name the world's most musical fish." 
Student: "The piano tuna!" 

....._, ___ --./ 

-

-

"I haven't said a thing out of the way all evening-why did 
you slap me?" 
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"I see Fifi was late getting up again this morning!" 
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"Your Wl e 'f cloesn ,, l e either. 't rtnclerstant m 
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Patty is incensed 
extremely with Dame 
Fashion's stern decree 

that has made the 
skirts grow longer to 

conceal each dimpled 
knee; so Patty yields 
to Fashion's mandate 

with a toss of her 
curly head, for she 

sadly realizes that her 
charms are limbited! 
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"I bought this dress to help my morale, but it didn't keep 
up very long!'' 
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Guest: "Will you pass the nuts?" 
Professor: "Oh, I suppose so, but I should flunk them!" 
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Bob: "Hi, Jake! You have an attractive Bar and Grille 
now that the alterations are complete. Where are the cus
pidors?" 

Rob: "I threw all of them out of here." 
Bob: "Gosh, I'm gonna miss them." 
Rob: "Yeah, you always did!" 

Laura: "What tense is 'I 
am young and beautiful'?" 

Cora: "Present!" 

"That counter sign belongs in the sport's department!" 
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"I don't know what you see so 
interesting about these 

modern sculptures!" 
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"I haven't a radio in this car but I think this b.eat is music 
to my ears!" 
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Swain: "If you won't marry me, I'll go get a rope and 
string myself up right in front of your house!" 

Swan: "See here, Joe, you know Father refuses to have 
you hang_ around here!" 

., '• If 1-------

�,)) 

«Now reutl it buck to me . . .  I t·an't wait to hear your 
version!" 
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SUSANNE SNOWI 

A plane was flying low 
over some mountainous areas 
near At\lens. From one of the 
windows a girl tourist peered 
quizzically, then called the 
stewardess. 

"What's that stuff on those 
hills?" she asked. 

"That's snow," came the re
ply. 

"Well," said the girl, "that's 
what I thought, but the man 
in the front seat told me it 

Bill: "Did you ever see a 

man eating shark?" 
Till: "No, but there's a 

man eating shrimps in the 
restaurant down the street!" 

"Women fought long ancf 

hard to gain equality of the 

sexes; if you ride a bus, you 

know they were left hanging 

to the straps!" 
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Mabel: "A handsome man 
forced his way into my room 
last night and I had to call a 
bellhop." 

Zelda: "To put him out?" 
Mabel: "No, for ginger ale 

and cracked ice!" 

"Why, Bob. What did the 
night clerk do when he 
caught you looking over that 
girl's transom?" 

"Not a thing, he sees 
things the same way I do!" 



CLAIMS 
AND I 

ADJUSTMENTS /��=' --

"Mr. Pettibone, I'd like to have your claims about me 
adjusted!" 
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GEE-WHIZ! 

l . ?" "All right, who's the comet wn. 
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"I'd rather watch these curves break!" 
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Sherlock Holmes : "Ah Watson, I see you have on your 
winter underwear." 

Watson: "Marvelous, Holmes, marvelous! How did you 
ever deduce that?" 

Sherlock: "Well, for one thing, you've forgotten to put 
on your trousers!" 

...... ''"'·. 
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PEEK-A-BEAUT: 

NORMA JEAN JANII 

"The study of anatomy 
progresses endlessly with the 
Sciences and the Layman!" 

Neighbor: "Where's your 
brother Freddie?T' 

Boy: "He's in the house 
playing a duet. I finished 
first!" 

Eddie: "Isn't dinner ready 
yet?" 

Annie: "No, dear, I pre
pared it according to the time 
you set the clock back when 
you came home last night, so 
it won't be ready for four 
hours yet!" 

Waiter: "Our liquor is 100 
years old if it's a day." 

Customer: "And what do 
you call it when it is two days 
old?" 
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Mrs. Miller asked her husband if he !J.ad a good memory 

for faces. 
"Yes I think I have," he replied, boastfully. 

"Thank goodness for that," she said, "I've broken your 

shaving morror!" 

ONE THING- SURE,MOBYJ THESE PEOPLE 
REALLY MAKE A FINE COCKTAIL !THESE 
MARTINIS ARE OUT'A 
THIS WORLD! ..----dill.-.:� 
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"Bobby," said the teacher, "I am told you went to the 
movies yesterday instead of coming to school." 

"But I didn't, mam," replied Bobby, "and I've got a fish 
to prove it!" 

JUST LOOK AT TH1 BUMSjAND 
LESS I HAN TWO HOURS 
AGO THEY LOOKED LIKE .-:llL.....::==-'==-"""4 
GENTL€MEN/ 
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Salt: "Do you think the captain will find out if I take 
this souvenir aboard?" 

Officer: "Well, not if you keep her out of sight!" 

"Why, Darling! What made you change your mind about 
going to your poker club?" 
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"But Monsieur-ze game has only begun!" 
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Guide: "We're in luck, I spotted a pack of lions two 
miles East." 

Hunter: "Good! Wonderful! which was is West!" 

"There's that man again!" 

GENTS WILL NOT 
a£ A1>MITTED TO 
Tlf£ DINING ROOI'\ 

UNLESS 
WfARIHG A Tl! 
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It's just typical of me. 
I'm predictable, you see. 
This picture proves it-see 

me there 
In the field, almost 

completely bare? 
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PIXIE PATRICK! 

See me there? Just me in 
clover? 

Predictable. That's me all 
over!" 
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I didn't mean to get 
undressed 

But my frock too tightly 
stressed, 

When he said, "Now girly, 
pose!" 

Popped its zipper. Whsst! No 
clothes! 

Which happens to me, 
Getting out of what I'm in. 



"Don't you think we have been married long enough for you 
to hang your clothing in the closet where they belong?" 
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ART HELFANT, 
"He practices his fingering every chance he gets!" 
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"She's about your Slze. . . y 
. 1/1 ma see so!" 
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"Can you hold the line, Mr. Higgins-she's shaving!" 
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TURN TO FUN: • • READ 

FUN WITH SUPER-SOCK I 





"They're all out sick, or attending a memorial service, or 
keeping a doctor's appointment; except Carstairs, who 

doesn't play the horses anyway!" 

"My wife told me to go to the 
devil!" 
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"I notice you can always find 
time when it's someone else's 

fishnets need repairing!" 



"You advertised for a receptionist who could put up a good 
front-she's waiting outside!" 
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F, L c..lllXJO 
"Dear, there's leftovers in the ice box. Mother and I are 

going to dine out tonight!" 
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It was a small hotel. "Would you like the maid to call 
you in the morning?" said the manager to the guest. 

"No," said the guest," "I wake every morning at seven." 
"In that case," replieq the manager, ·�would you mind 

calling the maid?" 
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"Our fleet don't get down to these parts often enough to 
suit me!" 
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A pickpocket was struck by a hit-and-run driver. 
"Did you get his number?" asked a policeman. 
"No," was the reply. "But here's his wallet!" 

OVER 100 DiffERENT 
FRAMe51V 5EL.ECT FROM 
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"Yes, my boy friend takes me to the museum every 
Saturday," remarked a girl at a party. 

"Really! What's he studying?" 
"Economy!" 

� 
J 

J 

AJ.HANIBAL 
ASST. 

PRESIDENT 
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"You may be my boss, Mr. Hanibal, but I don't see eye 

to eye with many of your sug�stions!" 

� 
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-
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A golf professional, employed by a big department store 
to give lessons, was approached by two women. 

"Do you wish to learn to play golf, madam?" he asked 
one. 

"Oh, no," she said, "it's my friend who wants to learn. I 
learned yesterday!" 

PEEK-A-BEAUT: JOAN WILKINSON! 

"Standards of etiquette mw;t be revised in accordance with 
today's living; now a gentleman is one who gives a lady a 

bus seat two blocks before he gets off!" 
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"Waiter, you've got your thumb on that fish," said an 
angry diner. 

"Yes, sir," was the reply. "I don't want it to fall on the 
floor again!" 

I I 

"I promised you I wouldn,t let my secretary come 
between us r, 
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"My girl friend is hard of hearing and I'm in awful 
trouble, Jim." 

"Well, what can I do to help you?" 
"I had to yell so loudly when I proposed to her that 

the girl next door has sued me for breach of promise!" 

liiJ-----, 
/ 

AWOLI 

// 
VICE PRESIDEN' 

"He's got one of those vibrating chairs!" 
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"Just think," said the conceited heavyweight fighter, 
"thousands of listeners will tune in to my fight tonight." 

"Yes," answered his manager, "and they'll know the 
result at least 10 seconds before you will!" 

-----

"You haven't said a word all evening, but I expect you will 
come out with something appropriate any minute!" 
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There was a young princess of Nile, whose technique was 
coated with guile,· it wasn't the rug, and it wasn't the hug 

. . .  Ah! that talented something called style! 
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TIP TOP TICKLES: 
SCREAMERS-JOKESI 

"I don't know why you insist on my wearing ankle strap 
shoes-they're always coming untied!" 

-



"My boyfriend (the louseJ toolc me to the Fun House, though I'd planned 
that we'd dance or dine; so I blushed a deep pinlc when I happened 

to think of what I left home on the line!" 



TURN TO FUN • • •  READ GEE-WHIZ! 

JOAN WILKINSON! 

"My job is lo slay here and help him 
lind lhe phone lhal rings!" 

"Oon'l be roo angry wilh me, 
Horace; I completely forgol aboul 
our dale lonighll" 

"Standards of eliquelle musl 
be revised in accordance 

wilh loday's living; now 
a gentleman is one 

who gives a lady 
a seal lwo 

bloch before 
he gels offl" 


